
 

Appendix 2: Sales Page 

_____________________________________________________ 

Sales Page Copy Example: 

The MOST Complete Facebook Marketing Training Created To Date, Giving You The A-Z of Social 

Marketing, Coupled With Powerful Strategies To Increase Your Client Base by 100% So You Can 

Finally… 

Generate thousands of leads, Tons of traffic or make 100% MORE Money selling digital and physical 

items over Facebook  

Click PLAY to watch how this membership can help you 

[Video] 

[Buy button] 

[Testimonial] 

Introducing: Social Roost 

The Only Facebook Training Of Its Kind That Has The Power To Instantly Increase Your Facebook ROI 

by 100% Through Easy-To-Implement Techniques 

[Box Shot] 

Learn from those utilizing the training strategies on a daily basis 

 

Get access to the complete system with additional advanced training others are paying THOUSANDS 

for from other Internet Marketers 

 

Get personal access with the creators of the training once a month to keep on track with your 

milestones and progress to make sure you ACTUALLY succeed 

 

As a Social Rooster, you ALSO receive white label access to Consulting In Minutes, Social Lead System 

and Lasting Lead System 

 

It includes all the systems they'll EVER need to run their business… 

 

As well as the ability to connect with others in the community over our members forum to make you 

go further 

This is a complete community for making money with Facebook and taking your business to the 

next, online level (THIS IS HUGE)! 

 

 



 

We will change the way you promote content and generate leads over Facebook FOREVER! [IMAGE]  

I hope you’re ready to see an immediate BOOST in sales now that you’ll have access to some of the 

best industry training there is out there  

Because nothing comes close to what we’ve built for you. Here’s an example of what you are 

probably seeing in your Facebook Analytics… 

[Image] 

Here’s what you’ll see NOW when you have our professional training in place, that takes as little as 5 

minutes a day to implement: 

[Image] 

[IMAGE] – A Profit Pulling Page You Set Up That’s Generating Leads Every time Someone Clicks On 

Your Content In Facebook from their desktop or mobile device 

 Make Facebook Work For YOU!...Capturing Leads For YOU! 

You’ll never have to worry about missing out on traffic, leads or sales EVER again! 

[Image of software] 

That’s Not All Though!   

Encourage Users To Share On Social Media! 

[Image] 

Direct Users To A Download  

[Image] 

Run a Profitable Mailing Campaign EVERY SINGLE TIME 

[Image] 

And It All Works Utilizing The Hottest Training Of Engagement Generation Right Now… on Facebook! 

Now You Can Become A True Expert In Your Field Within A Day! 

[3 Images of Before and after] 

How are we able to do this? 

Social Roost was created by those who are actively utilizing the exact same strategies they teach in 

their daily business.  

 

Imagine looking over the shoulder of people that make money online every single day, and copying 

their exact steps! That’s What Social Roost Is Here To Give You! 

 



 

Created To Help The Most In-experienced Newbies 

You No Longer Have Any Need For:  

Expensive Social Media Training 

 

Spending Time Trawling Through Google  

Only To Find Fake ‘Gurus’ Deliver Mediocre Advice 

 

Commissioning Development of Expensive  

Facebook Tabs/Apps or External Landing Pages 

All you need is a Facebook account and this training! 

Here's the thing.... 

You probably already know a thing or two about creating a fan page and getting some cheap “like’s”  

But have those likes resulted in any serious profit yet?  

Why does that cause such a problem? Why is it so hard? 

Because before today if you wanted to advertise yourself to your ‘fans’ to turn them into ‘leads’ over 

Facebook, you had two pretty average options: 

1. Spend hundreds or even thousands on Boosting Posts, or 

2. Spend hours trying to come up with something that would engage and hopefully drive fans to 

your Page because it went viral (VERY HARD, RIGHT?).  

You might have even lost upwards of 35% of your profits trying these in the past… 

I’m sure you’ve thought to yourself “There must be an easier way!!!!” 

That’s why went to work, to create a training of only the essentials of what you need to know about 

Facebook Marketing, Lead Generation and Making Sales Online. 

 

We had heard that people were spending thousands of dollars and getting nowhere with their Social 

Media Strategies, and it wasn’t till we realized that most were spending time on doing the WRONG 

things, the FIRST time round that was bringing them…well, no results!  

And that’s when we stumbled across what we call Social Roost! A Super All-In-One, Easy-To-Follow 

Training System that takes you through even the simplest of Facebook Tasks, that will take you 5 

minutes to implement, but work for you 24/7 after you put it to action!  

Check Out Social Roost’s New Effective Robot-Like Lead Generation ad Accurate Precision of 

Training, Ready to work for you as soon as you implement! 

Set Up Your Facebook Page, KNOWING where to look for what… 

 



 

[Image of settings] 

Choose from multiple Pages Containing YOUR Target Market, Ready For You To Engage and SELL To 

Them 

[Image of list of Pages] 

Built To Help You Customize And Convert Your Efforts on Facebook – Here’s what you’ll see as a 

member alongside videos – customized guides so you can easily follow the process yourself 

[Image of Guide Doc] 

Powerful LIVE Video Training 

{IMAGE} 

No Programming And NO Tech skills required – we start from the very basics and take you through 

EVERYTHING you need to know!.  

Get Access To The Exclusive Social Roost Membership Club NOW and you can save hours not having 

to train yourself in Effective Facebook Marketing through trial-and-error ever again…while capturing 

more leads from Facebook that you ever thought possible! 

[Buy Button] 

But wait, that’s not all you're getting... we truly believe that armed with this training nothing will 

stop you... but we don’t want you to stop with this training! We want you to blow your competition 

away and make more money than you EVER have online… so we created: 

Social Roost Mastermind Webinar Series  

(This is a secret weapon reserved for Social Roost Members ONLY) 

[Image of Webinars Schedule beside text] 

Inside these Webinars, we’re going to take one step further and let you look over our shoulders as 

we take you by the hand and lead you to where the money is! With a new, current marketing 

technique every month, you simply need to copy what we, and other successful marketers are 

doing, and cash in! 

These Webinars Are Here To Help You Along Your Way To Success  

And Check-In With Your Progress 

{IMage} 

We’re going into detail in these trainings to show you exactly how we apply the Social Roost training 

to drive masses of traffic over Facebook for a boost in traffic, conversions and sales using simple 

marketing methodology.  

Not only that but we’re going to show you our exact campaigns where we utilize one of Facebook’s 

most powerful but underutilized strategies to generate leads for next to nothing, bringing in an 

impressive ROI! 



 

You’re also going to learn how you can generate traffic over Facebook at WILL whether it’s for your 

own business or that of your private clients.  This all ties in smoothly with the Social Post Suite 

software because you can just schedule in a Facebook Post on your Facebook Page and immediately 

start generating a profit.   

This is the BEST way you’ll find for generating a massive profit in 2014 and beyond! This is the 

system that’s going to help you break through!  

Here’s why we’re so confident…Look at just a preview of what we’ve generated in just the last week 

utilizing these Systems we’re dying to share with you 

[Images of money made with Facebook. ] 

Even our Beta Testing Group of over very own Social Roosters are having massive success using this 

course; check out what some of them have to say about Social Roost: 

[names of people…etc.] 

Special Bonus: Social Roost VIP Workshop 

[Image] 

We want to ensure that you can reach the same success we, our beta testers and many of our 

current customers have reached so on top of everything you’re already getting we’re going to add in 

a complete 90 minute workshop all about how to utilize Social Roost and apply it to your business 

and industry… Imagine being able to ask any question you want as we showcase how to use the 

training, in action! Pulling in more engagement in front of your eyes as well as generating leads hand 

over fist. If you’d like to see that and have the opportunity to ask any question you want we’re 

adding in as a bonus a complete session that’s sponsored by the Social Roost team.  

Don’t wait though! 

This training is currently severely discounted and down from $497 for just 7 days, but it is included 

for you - 100% free when you become an exclusive member of Social Roost right now.  

This is the ONLY place you’ll see an all-in-one training like this! …And even if there was one there is 

literally no chance that you’d get such an up-to-date comprehensive system included with it! 

…not including the MASSIVE discount that you’re receiving for finding this page during our ‘launch 

special’ 

Click the button below to become a Social Roost member immediately and the comprehensive 

system for making money utilizing some of the best marketing techniques out there today.  

Before we forget, we must remind you… right now this is a ONE TIME fee… no monthly, no trial 

periods then exorbitant fees. You get EVERYTHING today for a one-time fee.  

You’ve heard for too long… people making money hand over fist over Facebook. It’s now time that 

you claimed your piece of the pie for yourself!  



 

Don’t wait! Don’t risk missing out. Your investment in yourself and your business is 100% risk free 

with an ironclad guarantee. Satisfy your curiosity and download right now.  

Social Mobile Press Plugin $997 

Social Mobile Press Premium Training System: $197 

Social Mobile Press VIP Workshop Session: $47 

Total Value $1241 [Crossed out] 

Yours right now for less than $47 

89% off 

[Buy Button] 

Incredibly LIMITED opening special. The reason you’re seeing this page and massive discount is that 

you’ve either stumbled across this page completely by chance or one of our close JV’s have sent you 

here. Either way, you’re lucky because this special wont be available for long.   

If you’re thinking “Wow I can’t believe how much value is here” then I agree… you’re right!  

Even if you just use the basic training in the first webinar alone, where we uncover some of the most 

powerful online marketing strategies, you’d be easily getting your money’s worth within the first 

week! If not the first day!  

Think about it? Is having even just THAT feature worth $47? Let alone all of the additional special 

features we’ve also included… 

Of course it is! And you'll have this Social Roost Training and system working for you from Day #1 if 

you act FAST NOW… 

...This opening discount of $47 will close down within 7 days of opening and the price will be raised 

in future to $497 at least… 

That’s because this training… (like Apple releasing the first Ipod) is ahead of it’s time!  

So giving up on this… scrolling away or deciding that you’ll ‘come back later’ is like flushing money 

down the toilet… This is to bigger opportunity to pass up! 

If you miss out on this launch promotion it’s like kissing good bye to your piece of the massive profit 

filled Facebook pie!  

...and all of the sales, leads that we guarantee with Social Roost Training… 

...will go right into someone else's pocket 

So instead of letting that happen and feel regret, guilt and disappointment, get access into the Social 

Roost membership right now, with the massive 89% grand opening discount, and our iron clad 100% 

guarantee 



 

Again this training is 100% within Facebook’s Ts & Cs.... 

Here’s what that means… every step you replicate from the training, will never be shut down or 

frowned upon by Facebook! 

[IMAGE] 

So get in now on the ground floor of this ahead of it’s time… social marketing training... 

[Buy button} 

Social Mobile Press Plugin: $997 

Social Mobile Press Training System: $197 

Social Mobile Press Training Workshop: $47 

Total Value: $1241.00 

Yours Right Now For Less Than: $47 

89% Off 

[Buy Button] 

Incredibly Limited 7 Day Launch Discount. You must act right now.  

We really can’t wait to see you on the inside! 

You’re going to love this! 

Sam Bakker & Eva-Maria 

Guarantee terms: Get Access to Social Roost right now completely risk free for 30 days. Even if you 

don't use it for two months, you'll still have time to put the training to work for you to build your list 

and make money on Facebook. And, if at any point during the 30 days, you decide you'd like to go 

back to the old way of doing things, with high Social Media ‘Guru’s fees and low conversion rates, 

we’ll quickly refund every penny of your investment. You face no risk at all, and we know you'll love 

Social Roost that we’ve put together from our over 20 combined years of time spent making money 

online, so get access right now. 

 

  



 

Sales Page Video Script Example [for video at the top of the page] 

Hey, I’m Sam Bakker and in the next few minutes I’m going to demonstrate why CTA Bar is the most 

powerful call-to-action software your website has ever seen. 

Watch me leverage a massive LOOPHOLE we uncovered that enables me to promote TeeSpring 

offers, Opt-In forms or social media marketing campaigns of any kind over top of my website literally 

making money from giving each and every website visitor you have a strong call-to-action that 

follows them around as they scroll and browse through your website. 

In the next 60 seconds or less I’ll show you how you can generate more visitor conversions, leads 

and sales on autopilot with CTA Bar.  

It’s my guarantee that by the end of this video your eyes are going to be opened to what is going to 

be the most profitable call-to-action software you’ve ever got your hands on.  

Forget manually reorganizing your website, testing and trialing how to position your calls to action in 

order to gain the most conversions to capture leads or make sales: CTA Bar is going to do everything 

for you. It’s going to enable you to create a unique call-to-action bar that you can customize with 

your company colours, and automatically pop on top or bottom over your webpages. While that is 

pretty cool it doesn’t just stop there. Once a visitor is on your website, the CTA Bar which can also 

feature a countdown timer to give a sense of urgency will follow them around as they scroll and 

browse around your pages with a strong literal, call-to-action and if a visitor of yours clicks or fills out 

the form, CTA Bar will capture their details, or direct them to your offer, social media network or 

sign up page, direct your visitors to Teespring campaigns, affiliate offers or anything you want to 

promote.  This is perfect for any online or offline marketing business. Join me now as I hop across to 

my laptop and show you how. 

As you already know businesses all around use their websites to promote call to actions so visitors 

can convert and become a lead or customer of TeeSpring campaigns, Affiliate Marketing campaigns 

or local business campaigns.  

 

Here’s an example of Starbucks: they regularly play around with call to actions on their international 

website’s page to alert visitors about their new products alongside another call to action to join their 

loyalty program. 

 



 

 
 

Here is the McDonald’s Website: they also must regularly play around with their website look and 

feel and what we see today, is three call to actions under their main photo, asking visitors to check 

out their new Happy Meals, use a Mythbusters strategy to show what’s really in their nuggets and 

ask people to sign up to their loyalty card program 

 

 
Here’s a local business page called Four Seasons resorts in the Maldives, giving visitors a strong call 

to action to find out about availability of rooms at their resorts smack bang on the home page: 



 

 

 

 

Even in my own business I use call to actions on a regular basis, I create pages for clients of mine and 

engage my own audiences promoting TeeSpring campaigns, Affiliate marketing campaigns and 

products.  

There is one major problem that affects all of the businesses I just mentioned as well as my own 

business.  

That problem is CONVERSIONS! It’s hard to get traffic to your website, but it’s even harder to 

convert your website visitors to actually take some sort of action on your website…among beautiful 

images and text where you want to communicate why you’re in business and what you do, the 

average visitor’s attention span is so small that they must see straight away what it is that they can 

actually act upon on your page from the get-go. And here’s another challenge: it’s hard turning 

those visitors who engage with your website into leads without coming across as being overly salesy 

or spammy… Have you been experiencing these problems? It’s near impossible to make money if 

you’re constantly having to test your pages to increase conversions, while carrying a full time job! 

 

That is until now… behind closed doors the CTA Bar team and I have been working on a way to save 

marketers, affiliates, and Social Media Consultants hours of time, stress and uncertainty while 

generating more leads than EVER from their websites! 



 

We call it CTA Bar and it’s changing the way that marketers like you and I promote over our 

websites. 

Here’s how!  

Anything online, especially running a website is all about engagement. He who can provide the best 

and most relevant experience for his customer has the ability to generate more results!  

But engagement takes time! You have to keep testing your page for conversions to finally or maybe 

even never find a way to give your visitors a strong call to action that works… 

Enter the CTA Bar customization feature! This unique technology allows you to create the most 

relevant call to action that’s customized with your company colours and branding in seconds and 

with the click of a button schedule it to appear on your website to show up for your visitors and 

actually follow them around while they browse without a hassle or a hitch.  

Let me show you how! The best way to generate engagement on your website is with relevant and 

interesting calls to action. With one click I’ve just created an affiliate offer with a countdown timer 

so my website visitor is compelled to act upon it faster…that is if they have come to find out, for 

example how to make money online. I schedule my CTA Bar and connect it with my website, and 

now it will automatically show up for each and every visitor to my website 

Simple! 

If you already know what content you want to link to or you want to add something manually you 

can do that to with the click of a button.  

Now I know what you’re thinking… how am I able to make money from this CTA Bar on my website? 

How is this new call-to-action technology going to make me money? 

Well leads equal money. When you are able to generate leads you can make money. Let me show 

you quickly how this system can help you make more money.  

 

Let’s say for a minute that you are promoting a product from Clickbank. Clickbank is one of the 

biggest affiliate networks on the web today. It allows us to locate and the make money from 

products other people have already created.  

Here’s a product called Truth about Online Marketing. I can copy this link and if anyone clicks on this 

link for this fitness product and then purchases I make about $47 or more.  

If I am already in the online marketing niche and have created a website trying to promote offers, or 

give advice about it, my target market can become my website visitors and I might even do some 

additional PPC promotion or advertise my website a bit to get some initial visitors to my page.  

We then open up the CTA Bar software. The first step is to create our very own call-to-action bar. 

We then need to select what kind of lead generation campaign we want to run. You can see you can 

get the bar to collect leads, connections on social media or send them to Tee Spring campaigns or 

things like Affiliate offers. For this particular promotion I want to make money by sending people to 



 

my offer so what I’m going to do is I’m going to use the affiliate marketing feature of the software to 

send my visitors to the offer whenever a user clicks on the bar. One of the biggest benefits of CTA 

Bar is the fact it takes less than 2 minutes for a beginner to fill out all the info and create the bar. It 

literally is push button simple.  

 

Now that I’ve setup my CTA Bar, it’s time to connect it with my website. I use this function here to 

grab this code and just copy and paste it into my website code. 

Once you’ve done all this, then here’s what happens. This is a call to action Bar that I just created 

with CTA Bar for my online marketing offer. Now when people land on my website and click on the 

content, they go to the page of my offer, giving the user the option to buy. Once they buy, I get a 

commission, and they become a more loyal website visitor to my site.  

 

And let’s say you don’t have an offer to promote yet – you can just add in a form that you visitor can 

fill out in the bar, and then they are automatically on my list and I can direct their attention to 

wherever I want it to go – which can later be numerous affiliate offers so you can make money that 

way too. Remember if they were to click through and purchase through a link I directed them to 

later through emails that I was an affiliate of, I make money. 

 

This is just one simple way that you can make money with this software! You don’t have to limit 

yourself to clickbank offers though, you can use this software with local businesses, your own 

products, TeeSpring or CPA offers and unlike anything you’ve ever seen before this software actually 

works on ALL devices. Mobile, Ipad and desktop this software is your call-to-action solution.  

In testing we were able to generate a ton of results because we identified what website visitors were 

most interested in by visiting specific websites, and then combined that with an offer that would 

appeal to them.  

Look below for a full walkthrough of the software as well as a full feature list. I look forward to 

helping you make more money in your business and even if you’re starting out arm you with a tool 

that will enable you to gain an unfair advantage over your competition. 

 


